Ekhagastiftelsen
Instructions for the application form:
For use by Ekhagastiftelsen
– do not fill in!

State organization
number or Swedish
personnummer of
managing
body/person if
available.

If there are coapplicants list their
names and
organization here.

Contact person:
State name, address, e-mail and telephone to the person that Ekhagastiftelsen should contact.
It is to this address that we will send mail.
Do not use more than the 7 rows visible in the form.

Managing body/person:
This is the body/organization/person who is responsible for and keeps accounts for the grant – the official
applicant.
When the official applicant is a person both fields (“contact person” and “managing body/person”) should be the
same.
If managing body is not a person write the organizations name on the first row and department/institution etc on
the following rows (see example above).
I many cases the addresses in both fields will be the same, but sometimes the contact person may have different
address information from the official applicant.
Do not use more than the 7 rows visible in the form.

Project title – no more
than 150 characters

Translation required for applications from Sweden,
otherwise optional.

The summary of the project has to describe the application in a
popular scientific way, meaning that you should not need to have
detailed knowledge of the subject in order to understand the
application.
It is also important to describe in which ways the project
contributes to public health, why the application is relevant for
Ekhagastiftelsen and how it matches our prioritized research
areas. For example how does the application contribute to
improving the self-healing capabilities?
Do not write more text than is visible in the form.

Enter keywords that characterize the project. The
keywords will be used for searches in a separate register.

Applications for scholarships (stipendier) can be made for up to three year long
projects. The budget is to be further detailed in the project description - see budget

This question is for all previous applications, not just applications for the
same / similar projects now applied for!

If an application within the same research area has been or is to be sent to another organization,
the applicant has to specify name of other organization, funds applied for and funds granted.

If the project continues and is finished after the
period of financing by Ekhagastiftelsen it is
important to explain which final report will be done
regarding work carried out by Ekhagastiftelsen’s
funds. What will this partial report consist of?
Ekhagastiftelsen also wishes to receive the very
final report when the project is done.

The signature of department/faculty head implies that the
organization accepts administrational responsibility for
granted funds and places resources necessary for the
realization of the project at the disposal of the project.

